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SAMUEl. A MORIIy

Va ndrht Ti u niversjtv

Indexing and the Fight
against Inflation

Policymakers and ordinary citizens all over the Western World are seeking
ways to deal with an apparently unstoppable and socially divisive inflation.
As during previous inflationary episodes, many are looking again at index-
ing of monetary contracts dS a palliative or an aid in solving the inflation
problem. Indexing means expressing contracts in real instead of money
terms. This is clone by periodically adjusting the nominal terms in which
the contract is written for changes in the money price of the commodity or
market basket of commodities to which the contract is tied. The desire for
indexing sterns partly from an inability to forecast the future price of
commodities accurately in terms of money, or, in other words, to a loss of
faith in money as a standard of value.

Broadly speaking, there are two main classes of contracts to which
indexing can be, and has been, applied. They are wages and debts of
various sorts. During the postwar period many countries have adopted
sonic form of debt indexing, and cost of living escalators on wage contracts
are also widespread. These measures have, by and large, been partial andvoluntary. What is new ri the current situation is the suggestion that weshou id consider aclopti rig a far more cornprehensise system of i ndexi rig,one which would cover all wage contracts arid perhaps all debt contractsas well.

What are the arguments for and against compreherisie indexing? Woulda shift to such a system aid the United States in its struggle to contain
NOTE: IblU paper was presented ai the iPENBER Seminar on tndesaijon Feb 26-28, i97S I'artralsuppurt ir the paper was pros idecl b the U.S. Dr'parinient r' thy In',io r The a Ut h n o '.h irs thankRuben A!monacjd wHam Branson, Roberto Macedo MI, Nadjrj and Affono Pastore tor comments onpres'Ioys clratis Ot this paper
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Indexing and Inflation 77

inflation as proponents claim? Is the experience of Brazil with its indexing
system relevant for the United States? These are the main questions that I

Uversiy
'-[V want to consider here.

In analyzing the relation between indexing and inflation I found it

important to distinguish between situations in which relative prices do not
change and those in which they do. Much of the disagreement about the
effects of indexing is traceable to assumptions about relative price move-
ments. Also, unlike most previous writing on the subject, my study focuses
primarily on wage indexing, since the labor market is (he key to our
understanding of price and output movements during inflation and stabili-
zation. The paper, then, is organized as follows. Section one is an analysis
of wage and debt indexing in a one-sector economy. In section two the
analysis is extended to wage indexing in a world where relative prices are
changing. Section three contains a discussion of the Brazilian indexing
system and its relevance to the problem of stabilization through indexing.
Section four, finally, discusses some practical problems in the use of wage
ard debt indexing systems.

eeking
lation.
index-
I lation ill WAGE AND DEBT INDEXATION IN A

money ONE-SECTOR ECONOMY

which
dity or Indexing of Wage Contracts

sire for Far and away the most important and least discussed type of indexing is
ice of cost of living adjustment (hereafter COL of wages. Consider first how an
loss of automatic and complete system of COL adjustments would affect an

economy. First we assume that all prices move together, or equivalently,
which that we are in a one-sector economy. Ac we shall see further on, one of the

bts of main differences of opinion between advocates and opponents of indexing

lopted concerns its effect in inflations where relative prices do change.

r.tracts Wage contracts with full adjustment for changes in the COL are in effect

al and written in real terms. That is, the real wage. or wage rate in terms of units

at we of output, is independent of the price level. This has the very far-reaching

lexing, implication that the level of employment is independent of the level of
tracts prices, too. For with COL adjustments, both businessmen and workers

know exactly the real terms on which labor is being hired. The

VouId businessman will not hire the worker mjn less his real wage is less than or

()ntain equal to his marginal product, and the worker wii1 not accept eniployment

unless the real wage that he receives at least compensates him for the

disutility of working. If employment is independent of the price level, then

ments on so, too, is the level of production. In other words, the economy with full
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COL adjustment would Operate just like the neoclassical eConorn' of
inacrueconoinic theory, in which employment and Output are determined
by productivity and willingness to work, and in which the money supply
only determines the price level, with no feedback into the real workings ofthe economy.

Because in our current system COL adjustments are not widespread
most of us are forced to predict future changes in the cost of living when
entering into a labor contract. During periods of substantial price stabilitythis is not particularly important, but during periods like the present, when
prices are rising rapidly, an underestimate of price changes over the life of
a labor contract will mean that the worker is working for a lower real wagethan he realized or agreed to when he entered into the contract. Con-versely, if he overestimates the future inflation rate he will demand an
excessively high real wage, one at which it may be impossible for him tofind work.

Consider now how an inflationary cycle and stabilization work under
our current arrangements. Keep in rhind that we are still working with an
economy in which all prices rise at the same rate. As long as prices arerising at a rate which everyone can correctly predict, regardless of whatthat rate is, the level of output and employment should be at the level
corresponding to the normal full employment of the labor force. Nowsuppose that there is an unexpected increase in aggregate demand. Thiswill cause an unexpected inflation. It will mean that businessmen canafford to offer higher nominal wages than before because they know thatthese higher wages can be more than offset by the higher prices at whichoutput can now be sold. The result is the classic demand-pull inflationaryboom. Output and employment rise above their normal levels for as longas the inflation rate is higher than workers expect it to be.Now look at the opposite side of this inflationary cycle, the stabilization

phase. Suppose that the government wants to drive the inflation rate to alower level. To do that it must in some way induce people to lower their
prediction of what the future inflation rate will be. For otherwise the actualinflation will tend to settle at the rate expected by the public, a rate that isunacceptably high. But how do you lower people's expectations? Weunfortunately do not know of any other way to convince them except byactual inflation rates that are lower than expected Of course, the govern-ment can make optimistic statements and crop forecasts, hut in the finalanalysis it is results that count. Thus, during the typical stabilizationinflation rates are below what workers expect them to be. That means thatworkers will be demanding salary increases which turn out after the fact tobe too high, Businessmen will be forced to lay off workers because theirselling prices are not high enough to allow meeting their salary demands.
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of This is why unemp!oynient rises. It is obvious that this "supernormal"
ed unemployment can occur even if the actual inflation is positive, long as

it is less than people expect it to be. This is also why stabilization is more
of difficult the more firmly inflation is entrenched in people's exl)er-tations

In an economy with automatic COL adjustments, the high output cost
of stabilization would be eliminated. This is just a particular instance of the

en independence of employment and output from the price level discussed
ty above. Let us see how such a system would work. Under indexing, workers

en would not demand wage increases to cover expected futUre inflation
of because any losses in real wages they suffer through inflation are irnmedi-

ge ately returned to them through the COL adjustment. Here is the crucial
ri- difference between the system with and without indexing. Because no
an price level forecast is built into current ss'age levels, it is not possible for
to workers to overpredict inflation and to demand too high a money wage

which is what causes the recession during stabilization. A reduction in the
ler actual inflation rate through restrictive demand management by the gov-

an ernment will be smoothly and automatically matched by a reduction in the
ire rate of increase in money wages. Under the ideal index, the real wage

at never deviates from its equilibrium level, and neither does unemployment.

vel Further on we will consider some of the practical l)roblenls involved in
iw constructing the "ideal" index. Assuming that these are not insurmount-
his able, indexing offers the possibility of moving an economy from a high to a

an : lower rate of inflation without incurring the high unemployment cost
hat usually associated with such a maneuver. This is the main reason why the

ich indexing proposal has begun to attract supporters.
The main proponent of indexing is Milton Friedman. He has argued forary

the measure in several short Newsweek articles and in longer papers inng
Challenge and Fortune. Judging by the comments on these papers, there is

on some confusion over his argument, which has been construed by some to

a mean that indexing reduces the rate of inflation. This is untrue, of course.
eir The rate of inflation in an economy is not determined by the existence or

ual absence of indexing, except possibly in the short run. Friedman does argue
that the rate of inflation will lie lower in an indexed economy. However,

Ve that is not because of a direct relationship between indexing and prices,
by but because the government is unlikely to have the willpower to carry out
rn- stabilization in a nonindexed economy, since the high unemployment
al rates it causes are unacceptable to the public. Indexing, by reducing this

on unemployment cost, makes stabilization more feasible and more likely.
lat One cannot put this better than Friedman himself:
to How can we make it politically feasible to er-id inflation much sooner? As I see it,

eir only by adopting measures that will reduce the side effects from ending inflation.
These sde effects fundamentally reflect distortions introduced into relative prices
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The way to redtic e these sick' ctti'( ts is to make in tracts in real ternis niflnnrnina terms. This an be done by the \vides1)re,ld use ot escalator I doses

Indexing of Debt Contracts
Before turning to an analysis o wage indexing in a fflultisector Ccononiywe pause to consider the

rnacroeconon,ic effects of debt indexing. Theidea of expressing debt repayment tn terms 01 commodity units rather thanmoney is not new. Early English contracts were tied to corn, and goldclause ties were common in the nineteenth century. In the postwar worldindexing of Various types of debt was widespread; it was used in China,Finland France Sweden Austria, Brazil, and several other countries i Twopostwar snnovatio,s were the use of a price ndex rather than a cOi11modjttie, arid the extension of indexing to short-term loans. China even went sofar as to index bank deposits. During the I 950s indexed bonds proved tobe extremely popular. By 1956 indexed bonds accounted for 92 percentof all bonds issued in that year in Israel, 84 percent in Finland, and 60percent in France. In 1960 it was estirnatc'cJ in Finland that 80 percent ofthe volume of financial credit outstanding had an index clause. But theidea has never taken hold in either England or the United States, where noindexed securities have ever been issued except for the famous andabortive Kardex Company bonds issued when Irving Fisher was associatedwith the company in 1925.
What are the arguments for and against this type of indexing? Mostrecent writing on the subject of debt indexation has been concerned withthe portfolio aspects of the problem rather than fllacroeconc,n)ic aspects.Indexed debt instruments offer both borrowers and lenders l)rutectionagainst unexpected price movements Sarnait 14j, Siegel 151, and Fischer141 apply the risk-return approach of modern portfolio theory to theproblem. Risk is defined in terms of the variation of future prices over thelife of the contract. In the absence of indexed securjti('s there is norisk-free financ!al asset, Sarnatt shos s how the introduction of an indexedasset makes portfolio investors better off by allowing them to choose anoptimal combination of inflation risk and return by conibining Uninidexedand indexed debts. Fischer extends the analysis in two directions First lieexpands the portfolio choice to three assets, the third being equity, an assetboth of whose nominal and real returns are uncertain Second he uses arandom walk model of future inflatioi With this three-asset model heshows in a very elegant way the relationship
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11C returns of indexed and unindexed debt. His main resuh is that if real

the returns on equitY are negatively correlated with inflation, indexed bonds

will
comniand a pretinum over nominal bonds: the real rate of nterest

not
required to induce bondh0kl to hold an indexed bond will be less than

the expected rate on nominal bonds. This is because the portfolio holder

cannot hedge against inflation by holding equity. Obviously, if equity is a

hedge against inflation there need be no such premium, which may

explain why
indexed bonds never succeeded in the United States.

What are the maCrOeC0Ii0m effects of debt indexation? To my kriowl-

omy, edge, the most
complete analysis of this question is offered by Robson. He,

The like other earlier writers, bases his analysis on the relationship between

than indexing, saving, and investment. At one time, debt indexing was sup-

gold ported in the belief that it would increase saving and thus be anti-

Aorld nflatioflary. The argument ran that with indexing the real rate of interest

hina, would rise, which would increase saving. A variant of this view is that if

Two indexed securities were
available, less saving WOLIICI take the form of real

iodity asset acculflUlaUofl, that is, indexing would reduce the overall demand for

nt so commodities to be used as a hedge against inflation. But, as Robson

it'd to showed, the issue is a good deal more comphcated than that. In order to he

rcerit antiinflatiOnarY, one must show that saving rises and investment falls with

iii 60 indexing, for, if the extra saving is channeled into extra capital formation,

ent of there will not be any lessening in demand. Robson looks at the market for

ut the loanable funds. If everyone on both sides of the market has the same

crc no expectations about inflation, ex-post real rates on nominal and indexed

is and securities will be equal and indexing will have no effect. But this is not true

?ciated if expectations differ. Then it is only for the marginal borrower and lender

that expected inflation rates are equal. All those borrowers who think that

? Most the inflation rate is going to be less than the rate expected by the marginal

d with borrower will issue indexed securities. For them the perceived real interest

spects. rate will have fallen with indexing. That should increase nvestment

tection demand. By the same argument, all lenders who think that the inflation rate

Fischer is going to be greater than the rate expected by the marginal lender will

to the purchase indexed debt instruments. For them the perceived real interest

ver the rate will have risei, which will increase saving. One cannot conclude

is no whether the net anti-inflationary effect ol inrlexing is positive or negative

9dexed because both investment and saving will rise. However, in either case

rose an indexing should increase capital formation, which is antiinfiatiOnarY in the

pdcxed long run, even if not in the short run.

First lie While these various analyses of indexed debt are interesting, they ignore

n asset the strongest argument in favor of the dpvicei effect during stahiliza

LiSCS a tion. During stabilizations the rate of inflatioii is (icing forced down by

)del he restrictive government demandmafl3gemet policies. In an economy

es and without indexation, the burden of this maneuver rests on borrowers. It
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there is an unexpected deflation or just a rise in prices at a rate less
thanexpected, borrowers will discover ex post that they borrowed at too high

anominal rate of interest. This is precisely analogous to the case in the labormarket, where we saw that during stabilization labor tends to demand toohigh a real wage, with the result that unemployment rises. Stabilizationwithout indexing of wages places the burden of adjusting expectationsabout prices on the labor force. in the market for loanable funds stabiliza.tion without indexing places this same burden on borrowers.
When we analyzed the arguments for and against indexing of wagecontracts, we found that the strongest argument in favor of the measurewas that it marie stabilization politically feasible by eliminating much of itsunemployment cost. That argument is reinforced by the same considerations in the funds market. An economy without indexed debt instru-ments will find it politically difficult to stabilize because of the risk thatduring the stabilization period borrowers will go bankrupt. Focked into

high nominal interest rates they thought would be covered by rising prices,
borrowers may be forced into a financial crisis. Then the pressure on the
government to ease up on the stabilization policy will intensify_it will bepolitically difficult to allow businesses to go bankrupt and workers to he ofunemployed when the government has the means to increase demand andavoid this unpleasant situation.

Debt indexing eliminates the problem of bankruptcy due to unexpecteddeflation. The rate of interest ex post is equal to sonic contracted interest therate, presumably the real rate, plus the rate of inflation. As the rate ofinflation falls, so does the nominal interest rate. Hence, stabilization wouldnot bring the threat of bankruptcy tO firms and, also to the point, would notbring political pressure for its abandonment

ifl

Output

[Ill INDEXING WITH CHANGING RELATIVE PRICES
So far we have been considering the argunlerits for and against indexing inan economy where relative prices do not change even though the overallprice level may. Yet much of the Opposition to indexing arises whenpeople think about its effects in an inflation that seems to be caused h I

rising prices in one particular sector. For example, with indexing, inflation
Prcein an impoant sector like agriculture or fuel would be spread immediately

:

to all other sectors through its impact on the cost of living and thus onnominal wages. A recent article by Walter Heller in the Wall Street Journalis a good example of this point of view:
An automatic across the board indexing system would have proriptty translated Change,skyrocketing commodity prices not only into higher interest rates but into higher
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.,'ages. Thus it would have put relentless cost-push pressure on the general price

level- Under the present system, one has at least a fighting chance to avoid
unvcrting the 1 97_74 ''soIl-ure' inflation ... into a ''hard-core'' once-wage

spiral reaching well into the future.
Because of its uneven impacts, then, our existing system throws sand into the

gears of inflation. Indexing would oil the gears and speed the process of

inflation.4

Helter's argument has great intuitive appeal but I believe that it is wrong.

As we saw in the one-sector model, wage indexing is equivalent to fully

incorporating any price feedback into nominal wage demands. Labor

supply is a function of the real rather than the nominal wage. Now if one

believes, as I do, that any full equilibrium in the labor market must

incorporate the price feedback roin all sectors, one must conclude that the

full or long-run equilibrium of a molt isector model will be the same with or

without indexing, except in one possibly important case to be discussed

below. Hence any difference between the indexed and the unindexed

multiseCtor economy can only be temporary.
To look more carefully at the short-run differences between the reactions

of an economy with and without indexing, one can construct a simple

Iwo-sector model in which labor supply in each sector is a function of

nominal wages in the short run and real wages in the long run. Indexing is

equivalent to perfect foresight. or to the introduction of current prices into

the labor supply functions. lii the goods markets relative prices would be

set in the commodity markets and the aggregate price level, by the diliantity

theory equation. Now impose on this economy an exogenous supply

shocksay, a reduction in the output of one sector. To motivate the

exercise one could think of the sector as agriculture and of the shift as

being an exogenous worsening in the weather. What are the effects on

output and prices of such an adverse shock in the short and the long run,

or equivalently, in the indexed and the unindexed economy?

Because of the quantity theory equation this question turns out to be an

easy one to answer. In the short run, prices in the affected sector go up an(i

output falls. If the demand for the output of the sector is pi ice-inelastic

(elastic), prices and output fall frise) in the other sector. In the inelastic

case, since output is fatling in both sectors, we know that the aggregate

price index must rise. In the elastic case, since prices are going up in both

sectors, the output index of the economy as a whole must fall. Hence we

know that in the short run the aggregate price index must rise and total

output must fall.
Now compare this short-run, or unindexed, solution to the long-run, or

indexed, solution. Moving to indexing means allowing labor to react to

changes in the price level. Since in either the elastic or the inelastic case

the aggregate price level rises after a reduction in supply in one sector, and
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since a price rise reduces labor supply in both sectors, the output level of
the economy WIll fall further ri the long run than it did in the short, and the
long-run price level will be higher.

The short-run ditterences between the indexed and the unindexe(j two-
sector economies are exactly parallel to the One-sector (ase. In the
uric-Sector model we found that whenever the price level is higher than
expected by labor, output temporarily rises above its long-run equilibriurn
level. In the tsvo-sector economy the supply shock unexpectedly raises
prices above the level perceived by labor. Even though output falls, it is
higher than it will be in the long run, when the full supply-reducing effects
of rising prices become reflected in wage demands.

To return to the Heller argument, our conclusion is that indexing has no
effect whatsoever on the final equilibrium level of either prices or output,
but that it does affect the speed with which the economy reaches equilib-rium after, say, an oil embargo or a crop failure. Under our current
arrangements it is true that sectors other than those in which the inflation
originates are insulated for a time from rising sectoral prices. But only for atinie. As the cost of living Increases workers will begin to demand
compensating increases in their wages, despite the fact that prices may nothave risen in their own sectors. The process is fast and automatic underindexing and, I am tempted to say, slow and painful without indexing.
During the disequilibrium adjustment period, prices will be higher underindexing, but that sags nothing about their final level.

We have stressed that the final level of prices and output should he
independent of indexing. Yet one could make quite a strong case for theposition that, in actuality, the rate of inflation might well be higher for theunindexed economy because of the problem of expectations. Predictions offuture inflation are not a problem in the indexed economy because all risesin the COL are automatically reflected in ex-post wage adjustnients. Bycontrast, in the unindexed economy workers must forecast future inflationrates, and ills therefore possible that the economy wil react to a one-timeshock by moving to a permanently higher rate of inflatioii. For the "new"theory of inflation demonstrates that an economy can reach its equilibriumlevel of output at any rate of inflation as long as that rate is forecastcorrectly. Now, if the rise in food prices that we have just been analyzing

were to lead labor to forecast a rise in the inflation rate, the unindexedeconomy would be forced to choose between accepting a permanentlyhigher rate of inflation equal to the new rate expected by svorkers, oraccepting a period of stabilizitiori while those expectations are forced backto their original level. In the indexed economy, prices would jump imme-diately to their long-run level, but there would be no change in thepermanent rate of inflation. If one thinks that governments are unwilling topay the political price of stabilization then the one-time shift in supply,
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which caused a once-and-t0 change in prices under indexing, may

well lead to a permantlY higher inflation rate without indexing, judg-

ing by recent events in the U.S. economy, I judge that this possibility is

ot just a
curiosity, but is indeed occurring at present. People talk as the

bad harvest (of 1974) was going to cause a permanent inflation, not lust a

onetime rise in prices. Wage demands reflect these pessimistic expecta-

tions about future prices, and this, of course, makes it that much more

difficult to avoid inflation in the future.

[1111 INDEXING
IN BRAZIL

ri recent years Brazil has applied monetary cotrection to a wide variety of

nionetary contracts,
including taxes, wages and debt instruments) During

the period these measures were being adopted. Brazil successfully reduced

her inflation from around 90 percent in 1964 to some iS percent in 1973

while aintaifling a real annual growth rate of some 4 percent per capita.

It is not too surprising then that Brazil should be held up by advocates of

indexing as an example of the successful application of their program,

namely successful stabilization without the usual output cost.

My purpose here is not to argue whether this sort of post-hoc reasoning

is wise in the Brazilian case. I want to make another point which seems to

have been overlooked in all the discussion of indexing in Brazil. It is

simply this. On the wage side Brazil is not an example of the sort of

indexing system proposed by Friedman. In the Friedman system. which is

the one that we have been discussing in this paper, inflation correction on

wages is always ex post. Wage adjustments are made for past inflation but

not for future expected inflation. This is not the case in the Brazilian

system. In Brazil, wage increases are granted to restore the real wage

prevailing over the previous twenty-four months and to offset future or

expected increases in prices and productivitY. Some part of the current

wage level is thus an offset to expected future inflation. Much of the

argument over the application of the wage policy was over the underfore

casting of inflation.
The key element in the Friedman wage

indexing system is ex-POSt

adjustment. wages should contain no expected inflation component. for

that is the only way to avoid the nemp10yn1e0t costs of stabilization.

Whether wages are set in private
negotiations or by government decree, if

they contain an offset to inflation over the life of the contract for which

they are set, any successful effort to reduce the inflation below that forecast

rate must mean by definition that ex-post real wage levels are going to be

higher than planned. Ii employment is a function of the real wage, it must
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fall during stabilization so long as wage indexing contains an expectedinflation component This is precisely what ex-post indexing is desigfw(J toavoid.
There is a certain irony in the failure of Brazil, where the govern,ii1had the power to change the form by which wages were set in aninflationary economy, to use that power for introducing fun(lamer)talreforms. Expected inflation, which had been an informal feature o pres'i-ous wage negotiations, instead of being eliminated was specificallylegalized in binding wage formulas which included future inflation. Truethe rate of expected inflation was arbitrarily reduced, but that simplyopened the government to charges of favoritism whenever the rate ofinflation was underforecast, as it often was in the early years of theprogram. All of this controversy could have been avoided by an ex-postsystem, where inflation transfers between workers and capitalists are

carautomatically restored. By continuing with a new version of the oldexpectations system_wi the government rallier than unions making theforecasts_the government has put itself in the unenviable position of
a

seeming to decide on the incidence of inflation. This has tended tomaximize controversy over wage policy without gaining any permanentbenefit in stabilization properties for the economy.
a;terna

For all the Supposed imperfections of the Brazilian inflation program,one has to admit that the rate of inflation in Brazil was reduced with anextraordinarily small loss in output and employment How was this donewith a wage policy which I have argued was not a particularly goodstabilization tool? I contend that stabilization in Brazil is really an exampleof the successful use of wage and price controls coupled with consistentmacropolicy, rather than indexing. The government, as s'e have seen, had
enexr

the power to arbitrarily set tile rate of expected inflation at any level, Itused this power to bring down the inflation of wage rates at the same timeit was controlling and rpfnrminr tL.., . .....
flimmat.

,5 Lll tdX sysieni to reduce governnedeficits and expasion of the money supply. In a market economy withoutany central control over wage settlements, the move to lower expectedinflation rates requires a period of
unemployment because expectations

ere
about inflation do not fall instantaneously, But in tile Brazilian caseexpectation5 could be and were towered by decree, thus obviating theneed for a period of unemployment One should not forget that thegovernment also actively intervened in price setting. It set UJ) a pricecontrol commission and forced price decisions on the major corporationsthat were roughly consistent with both wage and fiscal policy. Thus, ifthere is a lesson to be learned from the Brazilian case, it is the enormousadvantage of being able to control prices and wages during a period when SP.esmrestrictive fiscal and monetary policies are being applied in order to reducethe rate of inflation But Brazil should not be studied as an example ofwage indexing.

II
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IIVI
PRACTlCAI PROBLEMS

while a strong case can be made for indexing on theoretical grounds there

are several formidable practical problems Ot implementation which have

caused many to oppose the measure. The first is, of course, that no perfect

index exists in a world where different prices are rising at dilferent rates.

The index which perfectly reflects changes in the cost of living of the rich

would be inappropriate in the case of the poor. Prices in different regions

of the country or different sectors of the economy behave differently.

Relative prices between sectors and regions are constantly changing. This

means that even with indexing, irifIationaiy redistrihutions cannot be

entirely eliminated.
Indeed, inflation risk could be exacerbated by indexing

because of the speed with which inflationary impulses would he transmit-

ted between sectors.
However, I do not think that these problems in the use

of any aggregate index are weighty enough to dictate abandoning indexing

altogether. For the question that one must ask is whether indexing with an

admittedly unsatisfactory
index is better than the other alternative policies

available to us. Obviously, everyone would prefer a world with stable

prices and no need of indexing. But that is not the world we live in. In our

current situation indexing appears to me to be less bad than any other

alternative I have considered for either living with or getting rid of inflation.

A second practical problem with the indexing of wages concerns time

lags. Clearly, it is impossible to adjust wages instantaneously as prices rise.

lithe system is such that the equilibrium real wage is reached at the time of

the periodic inflation adjustment, then over time the average real wage will

obviously lie below this equilibrium whenever there is an inflation. One

solution for this is to make a provision for future expected inflation prior to

the next wage settlement. This, as we have seen, was the solution used in

Brazil. But it is not a good solution for the reasons discussed in section

three. The most obvious alternative is to reduce the adjustment period and

eliminate the inflation forecast. However, if this is done, one must reim-

burse wage earners, ex post, for all losses due to inflation. To do this it is

not sufficient to simply adjust wages by the amount of inflation. For,

whenever prices go up, workers in effect make an interest-free loan to

business; they should be reimbursed for this loan. Leaving aside pro-

ductivity for the moment and referring to Figure i, suppose that the

equilibrium real wage in the labor market is W. Suppose that wages have

been set so that W_ ./P-.1 = W Now prices rise to P,. Before any wage

readjustment the real wage has fallen to W1/P. Over the period t-1 to t,

the worker has lent an amount equal to the triangle ABC to the

businessman. At time t, he should receive a coi adjustment in his nominal

wages equal to the inflation over period r. His wage should be raised to

wt-.tPt
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FIGURE 1

That will restore the real wage level to W. But in addition, the workershould he compensated for the loan he has inadvertently made, lithe rateof inflation over the period is constant, he should get 1 + r times the areain triangle ABC where r is the rate of interest over tile adjustment period.

Inflationary loan repayment = W1_1 (-_._) (1 ± r)

for P,_T =

The advantage of the ex-post system lies in the difference it representsfrom the system based on predicted inflation_that wages are based solelyon ex-post price levels. They have no expected future inflation built intothem. Wages only go up after prices have gone up, never before. In thiskind of indexing any wage increases are the result of past inflation, andthere is rio basis for claiming that they could be a cause of future inflation.That is not true of the indexing system which uses an inflation forecast insetting wage levels. There, indexing could be a self-fulfilling prophecy.A knotty question confronted by all indexing systems is how to handleproductivity. In the Brazilian system an adjustnient is made for the futureexpected gain in productivity,
a forecast which has generally been too low.As a result, workers' real wages have risen far less than the growth rate ofoutput, which must have caused a significant transfer from wages to profits.(There has also been a large rise in employment) For the reasons justadvanced against building forecasts into current wage levels, a better wayof dealing with productivity is to make the correction ex post, just as wedid for inflation. Again some adjustment has to he made for the loan aspectof uncompensated productivity increases. Looking at Figure 2, if pro-ductivity is increasing at the rate A, then the real wage at time t should be
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equal to W1 (1 +A) = W,. Again, workers make a loan to business equal
to triangle DEF, for which they are compensated. That amount is

W1_1A(1 +r)

2

Putting both the inflation and productivity corrections together, wages at

time should be:

W_1 (1 + + X)
nts Pt_I

In addition, a lump-sum payment should be made at time of

this W_1(1 +r) ( PP_1 +
and 2 P1P_1

Oil. The advantage of this system is that it makes inflation nondiscriminatory
in and does not build in erroneous expectations about the future. It would

cy. handle sudden changes in inflation and, equally important, sudden
d e changes in productivity. It would meet the objection of many that indexing
iire would create an explosive inflation when the rise in prices comes from a

real fall in output due to adverse weather or a change in the terms of trade
of caused by events like the oil embargo. Both of these occurrences mean a

its, fall in the average output per worker, which is, of course, reflected in 3
just drop in the productivity term of our wage equation. lambda could even be

ay negative. When that happens real wages would not rise at their trend rate.

In this way real incomes would be adjusted downward to reflect the
ecL reduction in supply available to the economy.
ro- Severai critics of indexing maintain that, If all incomes and assets were
he protected from inflation by indexing, any reduction in net supply would

lime
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cause an explosive inflation, since the role of prices in reducing aggregate
demand would be drastically diminished. This would he particularly true ii
the tax system were indexed as Friedman has advocated. 0n the supp
side, indexing tends to make the aggregate supply of the economy mdc.
pendent of prices. It will do the same thing on the demand side. For Pricesreduce demand in three ways, two of which would be negated by
comprehensive indexing. First, rising prices may rcdistribut income in the
private sector to people with higher propensities to save, i.e., from wages
to profits, Second, inflation redistiibutes income to the government, since
the entire tax system is written in nominal terms and since the tax rates are
progressive. Third, rising prices reduce the real nioney supply, which
reduces demand through its effect on investment and consumption. Only
the third effect would be left were comprehensive indexing adopted. There
is, thus, the possibility that the demand and supply curves of the economy
svi II be so close to vertical that the price level will be extremely unstable.
Friedman's answer to this charge is that it is riot too serious, since the
opposite side of the argument is that the real sector is more stable, i.e.,
closer to its full employment level, which is more important than the pricelevel.

I find the prospect of such price instability unattractive. To avoid it we
could either make the CDL adjustment less than complete or not index the
tax system. In the former case, during any inflation, there would be a
transfer from wages to profits that would never be made up. In the latter
case, the transfers would be to the government. Most wage indexing
schemes have the former effect. While this means that inflation transfersincome from wages to profits, the partial adjustment also reflects the
undoubted fact that each of us can avoid some of the costs of inflation
because of our ability to substitute away from high-priced products. This is
a value-ridden question, but I think that the advantage lies on the side ofnot indexing government tax liabilities. This makes the tax systeni an
automatic stabilizer of prices. But more important, it means that inflationwould not redistribute income between groups in the private sector, aswould any scheme of partial indexing. As I see it, the biggest danger of
inflation is that it sets various groups against each other because it takesincome away from sonic and gives it to others. Taking income away fromeverybody equally and giving it to the government should create a strongconstituency in favor of price stability and relieve social tensions betweenlabor and business at the same time.

CONCLUSION

In my opinion comprehensie indexing has two overwhelming advantagesover any alternative systems. They are, first, that indexing makes the
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unemPlOYnient arid output level of the economy more i
ndependeiit of the

level of prices, and second, that it reduces the social frictions
generated by

inflation by et!minattng the redistribution of income and wealth
caused byunexpected deflation. In an economy without indexing it is the role of

expected prices in wage and debt contracts which is the
major deterrent to

successful stabilization, for these gLiarantee unemployment and financial
hardship when the economy moves from one inflation rate to a lOwer one.
Ironically, and apparently contradictory to logic and intuition, a system that
compensates for past Price increases automatically may have lower infla-
tion rates than one that does not, because reaching a desired price level
generates less political Ol)POSitiOri with indexing than without. That is just
the result of removing the price level further from the real world with
indexing than without. If the important variables in the ecOnomy like
employment, the terms of borrowing, arid investment are unaffected by the
level of prices, then the public svil I be relatively indifferent to what l)rice
level the government decides to Set. None of these advantages of indexing
are reversed in a sectoral inflation, as 5011W Critics have claimed

Inflation is a terribly divistve social I)hleflomenon. Under our present
arrangenients every OLI) 'S forced to try to protect its real income by
using whatever poltical or ecutloflhi power it has. Maximum discord is
generated. Indexing is a mechanism that would make these inflation
adjustments automatically and without any strife. It is a remedy that would
make the disease of inflation easier to live with and at the same time easier
to cure because of the reduced unemployment during stabilization. Not
many inflation medications can make such a claim.

In attempting to decide on the applicability or wisdom of indexation,
both proponents and opponents have studied Brazil as an example of wage
indexing. This is an error. Brazil should not be thought of as n example of
wage indexing, at least of the sort proposed by Friedman. For the Brazilian
system does not merely adjust wages cx post for past inflation, but, instead,
raises them in advance for future expected inflation. This is fundamentally
different from the Friedman proposal, which is that inflation adjustments
should always be made cx post. The Brazi Ii ans did reduce inflation
succesfully with their indexiig system, but this was due to the govern-
ment's power to enforce wage and price levels consistent with restrictive
monetary and fiscal policy. Thus, Brazil's case should be thought of as the
successful apphicatioii 01 selective rice and wage controlsand not
indexation-__during stabi Ii z,ition,

NOTES

I. Milton Friedman, 'Using Es alators to Help Fight Inflation, Fortune (July 1974). p. 96.
2. For descriptions ot d,hr "(!\d)!nfl in \ariotis toLiF)trie, see (bluer 1. Findi ii. OECD
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I Robsun 131, pp. 57-58.
WaIter Heller, ''Has the 1 me Come' for Indexing?,'' Ha// St,a'et Journal (lone 20. 1

For a more complete description of the Brazilian system, see Fishlow 5/ and the other
papers ri this volume.
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